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Learn C++ for Game DevelopmentApress, 2014

	If you’re new to C++ but understand some basic programming, then Learn C++ for Game Development lays the foundation for the C++ language and API that you’ll need to build game apps and applications.


	Learn C++ for Game Development will show you how to:

	
		Master C++ features such as...
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Advanced Graphics Programming Using OpenGL (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
Today truly useful and interactive graphics are available on affordable computers. While hardware progress has been impressive, widespread gains in software expertise have come more slowly. Information about advanced techniquesbeyond those learned in introductory computer graphics textsis not as easy to come by as inexpensive hardware. 
...
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Game Coding Complete, Fourth EditionCengage Learning, 2012

	Welcome to Game Coding Complete, Fourth Edition, the newest edition of the essential, hands-on guide to developing commercial-quality games. Written by two veteran game programmers, the book examines the entire game development process and all the unique challenges associated with creating a game. In this excellent introduction to game...
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Beginning C# Game Programming (Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2004
Are you ready to try your hand at programming games using C#? "Beginning C# Game Programming" is your ideal introductory guide?designed to jumpstart your experience with C# and DirectX 9. It includes the fundamental topics you?ll need to know and covers additional topics that you?ll find helpful along the way. Begin with a comprehensive...
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OpenGL Game Programming w/CD (Prima Tech's Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2002
OpenGL® Game Programming teaches you how to use OpenGL to create dynamic 3D environments and effects for use in game development. Beginning with the histories of OpenGL and Microsoft® DirectX®, programming essentials for Microsoft Windows®, and 3D theory, you'll quickly move on to lessons on the functionality of OpenGL. Most of the...
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WPF 4 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010

	The #1 WPF Book--Now Updated for WPF 4!


	 


	Full Color: Code samples appear as they do in Visual Studio!


	 


	Thorough, authoritative coverage, practical examples, clear writing, and...
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Game Programming All in OnePremier Press, 2002
When combined with Visual C++, Game Programming All in One provides everything you need to get started as a game developer. Divided into increasingly advanced sections, it covers the most important elements of game development. Less experienced developers can start with the basics of C++ programming and can test their skills by developing two...
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XNA Game Studio 4.0 for Xbox 360 DevelopersCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	Discover how to create exciting and challenging games for the Xbox 360 using XNA Game Studio 4.0 and the Visual C# programming language. XNA Game Studio 4.0 for Xbox 360 Developers provides experienced game developers with a comprehensive overview of the XNA Framework, providing all the tools,...
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Multiplayer Game Programming w/CD (Prima Tech's Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2002
Multiplayer Game Programming is the first technical guide to enable you to write a complete Internet-ready video game using DirectX 8. The first part of the book covers the history of online gaming, the architecture of multiplayer games, basic networking, and an introduction to Visual C++ and Windows programming. After you cover the basics, you'll...
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Beginning DirectX 10 Game ProgrammingCourse Technology PTR, 2007
Discover the exciting world of game programming and 3D graphics creation using DirectX 10!  "Beginning DirectX® 10 Game Progmramming" is an introductory guide to creating fantastic graphics, amazing creatures, and realistic worlds for games.  Written specifically for the beginner programmer, the book uses step-by-step instructions to...
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Game Developer's MarketplaceCoriolis Group Books, 1998
In 1995 I got a call from Keith Weiskamp, who wanted me to turn a bunch of notes I was putting out on the Internet into a book about game development. That book became the Ultimate Game Developer’s Sourcebook, and it was a chance for me to really document an industry I love. It will forever hold a special place in my life.

As I set...
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Beginning DirectX 9 (Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2004
Welcome to the exciting world of 3D graphics creation with DirectX 9! "Beginning DirectX® 9" is your introductory guide to creating realistic virtual worlds and characters for games. This true beginner?s guide offers easy-to-follow instructions for getting your first DirectX program up and running. Then it?s on to 3D concepts and...
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